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Simulation allows to simulate the contrast of a defect in 
X- Ray topoqra.nhY. It may also be used to understand the 
interaction between the wavefields and the deformed 
crystal in a plane of incidence (Y.Enelboin. Acta 
CrYst.A.1979 35.38-44) by computinq the repartition of 
intensity in the Borrmann fan. 
Since the computation is based on the inteqration of the 
Takaqi-Taunin equations. it takes into account both 
curved wave fields corresnondinq to the Eikonal theory or 
qeometrical optics and the diffraction or newlY created 
wavefields. 
We have simulated the situation for various positions of 
the core of a dislocation, where it crosses the incidence 
plane. The imaqes have been drawn on a color picture 
sYstem, usinq false colors to show the different levels 
of intensitY. They are Presented in a sequence which 
qives the impression of a movement, as if the dislocation 
was movinq in the crystal. This animation, in coniunction 
with the use of colors. allows to follow the chanqes in 
the interaction between the wave fields and the defects 
when its position chanqes in the crystal. 
It shows that the interaction is much stronqer when the 
dislocation lies near to the refracted direction and that 
the position of the extinction frinqes is already 
disturbed when the dislocation crosses the incidence 
plane far outside the Borrmann fan, but on the side of 
the refracted direction. The interaction decreases very 
rapidly when the dislocation moves outside the Borrmann 
fan, on the side of the reflected direction. When the 
defect crosses the refracted direction, the formation of 
the direct imaqe is clearly visible. 
When the dislocation lies inside the Borrmann fan, we 
found that the position of the extinction frinqes is only 
modified at depths qreater than the position of the core 
of the defect. This may be explained usina the notion of 
wave packet (F.Balibar and C.Malqranqe, Acta Cryst.A, 
1975, 31, 425-434): it is necessary that the wave fields 
travel on a distance of the order of their modulation, 
i.e. the extinction distance A, to interfere with the 
distorted crystal. 
The formation of the intermediary imaqe of a defect is 
also clearly shown: the interaction is much stronqer when 
the dislocation crosses areas where the extinction 
frinqes present a maximum of intensitY: thus, when the 
depth of a defect chanqes the intensity of the diffracted 
beam oscillates, aivina rise to a set of frinaes whose 
period is rouahlY the same than the extinction frinqes. 
This short movie summarises various situations where a 
defect interacts with the diffracted beam in a nearly 
perfect crystal. The animation is a very powerful means 
to understand the influence of a qiven parameter. In the 
present case we have shown the influence of the position 
of a dislocation in the formation of its contrast. 
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The X·rcty statiOtldiY waves technique for the 
l_(n.:all.·z.aticm of atoms at surfaces a!ld interfaces is now 
quite widesvrcad and has been used up to now with thick 
tn·r[c•cl crystals. A~ .is well known, in this ca::;,;:;, total 
reflection occurs at the Bragg incidence on non 
absorbing crystals and one wave field only is ~~xt:ited at 
a Lim~. As the crystal is rocked, thi~ excited wav~ 
br::l~Jn•]:'i fitsL loon(· branch of the disv~rsion z,urfact: 
and then to the other one. The 1 80• phasr:; di£fcre11ce 
between tl1ese two branches accounts for the correlateJ 
shift c,f Lht:.· nodes and antinodes of the stationary wavt.:·s 
which is tJsed to explore the unit cell. It is 
int·~·rv::;t.Lng Lo find out whether the same mclh(Jt] can bt~ 

used in th~ 1:ase of thin crystals and whether 
'J''Ol\\•·tri':d1 U'h.:ory u[ diffraction l::;; a good 
ctppr<Ji:i.nktl:.i.,Jtt for v~..:ry thiu crystals. It .is also well 
known tl1at in ll1e Brag~~ ca3e for thin 1:ry~tals two 
points are always ex,;iteJ simultaneously on tl1~ Sa~e 
branL:h of the dispersion surface. The stationary waves 
arc thus mc,dulated by t:ht: Pt•nch:l]C,suwJ o:icillatiolls. 
Traditional two beam dynamical theory for absorbing 
crystals was used to calculate the tolal intcJlsity of 
the fielJ at the crystal surface and withi11 the crystal, 
taking Pendellosung into account and its varL!tions with 
the iJIJ:Jition wilhill Lht:! Ull.il c·~ll, Lh,:: anqlc G[ 

inciUerH.:r~~. the tc,tal crysLa.l thickncs:; and thr:: dcplh 
within the crystal. Th~ integrated fluorescent yielJ 
O\ier t!1·~ crysta] thickness was aJ ;,o cc.llctlldted. The· 
rcsul L.s tor a crystal thickness equal to oJte ~:"{Lint:tion 
distant·e ~re v~ry ~imilar lo tl1ose for a thick crystal 
with Dilly a small modulation. For a crystal thickness 
down to one tenth of an extinction distance, this 
modulati•Jn becomes very important. However, even then 
the signals from different position:; withi11 thf: unit 
cell are easily distirtguished. For example, the sig11als 
from the arsenic and gallium positions from a 111 GaAs 
surfuce ure quite different and complcmc.:nlary. This is 
true both for the signals from the crystal surface and 
tor the integrated signal from the whole crystal 
th~ckness. Even for such thin crystals the influen(:e of 
ab~~;rpti011 is sigt1ificant for highly absorbing crystals. 
The res\Jlts obtained usi119 geometrical theory of 
diffrat·tic'n arc quite diffcrcr1t from those obl~itlt:d 

u~l!FJ Jyna.rni cal theory. This is not surprising since the 
variation of the phase o[ the reflected wave with the 
dll'J} (: of incid('nt:F~ is qiveu in the case of tjeornetrical 
tllt:ory by that of tl1e Fourier transform of lh~ shape of 
the cryst~1 while ir1 the case of dynamical theory it is 
due Lo LhL· iult::rd.clil..>li oi Lh(: crySLcil slructure wi lh Lhc 
~leclromctgnelic wave. If the geornetricdl theory does 
giv~~ ~ gooJ clPPIOXiin~lion of the rcfl~ct~d irtlensity for 
very thin crystals, it cantlot therefore give information 
from which the phase 1.:,1n be directly obtained such as is 
the case for ll1e position of nodes and antinodes of 
stJti1J11ary waves. For this, dynamical theory is 
absoluL~ly 11eeded even for very thin crystals. 


